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Introduction

1  What is your name?

Surname:

Given name:

2  What is your email address?

Email:

3  Do your views officially represent those of an organisation?

Yes, I am authorised to submit feedback on behalf of an organisation

If yes, please specify the name of your organisation.:

4  Which of the following best describes the group or person you represent?

Company

If other, please specify.:

Comments

1  What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on what information should be required here.:

Wilderness

, haven for endangered species. Home to an abundant of wildlife.

Sanctuary and place of rest for humpback whales

home to migrating shore birds a place for locals to get away and enjoy

2  What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on how emissions should be considered here.:

Sailing

Diving

Whale watching

Overnight charters to south of gulf

3  What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments here.:

The prawn industries raping of the the sea floor

Over fished By rev fishers particularly during covid

4  What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your sector or business?

Label:

Whale activity was shy when ever a prawn trawler was close

5  Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf?

Label:

Subsea7

Deep water port

Salt mines

6  Is there any other information you would like to provide?



Please provide your comments here.:

The proposed deep water port will pet ride into a path I frequently take passengers to observe whales

Question 7 no file.

The raft of proposals on the table have the potential to turn Exmouth into an other Karrathan. This is not what I move here for. As much I hate to say it if these

proposals were given the green light I would sell my business and move from Exmouth

Exmouth has an unique opportunity at this point of time to establish itself as the town that says no to industry. In doing so giving it an opportunity to market it self

as the region that puts wildlife and wilderness ahead of a few short term dollars. By saying no attractive like minded souls from all over the world.

7  If you have any documents to include with your submission, please upload here.

Upload document here.:

Upload additional document here.:

8  Information provided.

I Agree that my submission response does not contain confidential information, and that the submission may be published in full.




